
Ruger Precision Rimfire .22 LR 18'' Bolt Action Rifle
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-18091-Ruger-Precision-Rimfire-.22-LR-18-Bolt-Action-
Rifle

SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber Shots Thread

Barrel
(cm)

Length
(cm)

Weight
(g)

MSRP

RU102
Ruger Precision Rimfire

22LR 
AN211 C .22 LR  11  1/2 x 28  46  99  3084  

1050.00 € incl.
tax

A manual repeating rifle with a tactical look.

Frame and stock in fiberglass reinforced nylon
Quick-Fit adjustable stock
Ruger adjustable trigger with safety
Pistol grip and AR-15 type safety selector.
Picatinny optical mount
Oversized breech bolt
15'' M-LOK handguard on all four sides
1:16'' rifling pitch cold forged steel barrel
1/2''-28 threaded barrel with thread protector
Accepts Ruger Magnum Rimfire magazines
Also includes: additional JMX-1 10-round magazine and padlock

Solid base:
The one-piece molded frame and adjustable stock are constructed from glass-filled nylon for strength,
rigidity, and stability, providing a solid foundation for accuracy with every shot. The adjustable stock is
equipped with a flat Picatinny mount for easily attaching a monopod to the rear. A molded window provides
an attachment point for your stuff sack, and a metal QD pocket makes attaching a harness easy.

Adjustable stock:
The Quick-Fit adjustable Precision Rimfire stock makes it quick and easy to adjust length of pull and comb
height to accommodate a wide range of shooter sizes, outerwear, and shooting positions. Markers molded
into the chassis allow you to quickly return to the previous position.

Improved cylinder head:
The Big-Gun's bolt travel adjustment allows shooters to go from a 1.5 inch bolt travel for rimfire weapons to
a 3 inch bolt travel for centerfire weapons, reducing thus the risk of short-circuiting the cylinder head in
competition.

Adjustable trigger:
The Ruger Marksman Adjustable™ trigger is externally adjustable, with a pull range of 2.25 to 5 pounds; the
key is stored in a compartment in the stock.

AR platform compatible parts:
Ruger's AR-Pattern Pistol Grip and Safety Selector provides extended reach for maximum control and 45°
reversible safety selector access. Can be configured with most AR type grips and selectors.

Ease of optical mounting:
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The 0 MOA anodized Picatinny base makes it easy to mount and zero the optics.

Easy cylinder head handling:
Oversized bolt handle for positive bolt handling (same as Ruger Precision® rifle).

Tactical look:
The 15" aluminum handguard is black anodized and features Magpul® M-LOK® slots on all four sides for
improved scope clearance and easy mounting of M-LOK compatible rails and accessories.

Optimal precision:
The target barrel is cold forged from 1137 alloy steel to create ultra-precise rifling for excellent accuracy.
The barrel can be replaced easily by a competent gunsmith using AR type wrenches and gap gauges.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


